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An electric evening of fun amongst the puppets includes much loved Circus favorites and a few rarities.

Drawing primarily from the "Flapjacks" album, "A Night At The Puppet House" is spooky good. Included is

a great performance of " The Yodel Song". 17 MP3 Songs FOLK: Folk Pop, ROCK: Folk Rock Details: In

1998 The Circus emerged from the misty hills of Sleepy Hollow, New York and exploded upon the

Hudson Valley music scene with their stunning self-produced debut release, "A Good Thief Tips His Hat".

The quirky quartet then began touring throughout the northeast and rapidly developed a fiercely loyal,

all-ages following. Featured recently in Relix Magazine, the New York Times and on the CBS hit show,

Joan of Arcadia, the band's charismatic live performances and whimsical blend of folk, rock, hillbilly and

pop have simply captivated audiences and critics alike. Their much celebrated new release "Flapjacks

from the Sky" has garnered high praise from music writers, sparked generous activity at radio, and

continues to invoke wave after wave of enthusiastic response from music fans world-wide. The music of

Slambovia has been described as "Hillbilly-Floyd, folk-pop", "alt-country roots-rock, and "surreal

Americana". Yet as earthy as their music seems, The Circus has a spiritual side - "Talkin' to the Buddha,"

"Call to the Mystic," "Living with God," "Flapjacks from the Sky". Dancing freely between existing religious

and philosophical mythologies, their music is not only uplifting and empowering but fun, a lot of fun. As

Woody Guthrie said: "It's not enough for a song to be good, it must be good for something." Gandalf

Murphy and The Slambovian Circus of Dreams ... Their music can "Heal what ails ya! "Gandalf Murphy's

repertory is filled with lively songs that are imbued with mystical stirrings and idealism suggestive of the

1960's." - The New York Times "The Slambovians cast a wide net... (their) music seems to energize

anyone who hears it." - Relix Magazine "Onstage they create an enchanting atmosphere, a tasty recipe
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combining musical ability and finesse with charismatic personalities." - Taconic Weekend "Don't say I

didn't warn because with a charisma bordering on cultish, the Slambovians will lure you in and they will

become your new favorite band." - KyndMusic "They're not just a band. That's something like saying the

Bible is just a book." - Westchester County Weekly Website
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